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Patach Eliyahu

Patach Eliyahu
By Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai
From the alternative introduction to Tikkunei Zohar 17a-b

Elijah [the Prophet] opened the discussion, saying:
Master of the worlds,
You are One,
the unthinkable [One];
You are above all beyonds,
More mysterious than all mysteries
No thought can grasp you at all.
You produced ten emanations
that we call “Ten Sefirot,”
to lead the worlds with them,
mysterious worlds that are not revealed
as well as the revealed worlds.
Through them You conceal Yourself
from human beings,
but You connect them
and unite them;
and because You are within them,
anyone who causes these Ten Sefirot to diverge
from one another
is regarded
as if he had caused a divergence within You.
These ten Sefirot proceed
according to their order:
one long, one short,
and one mediating [between them].
You lead them,
but nothing leads You—
not above, not below,
and not from any side.
You made ‘
garments’for them
from which souls fly [in]to human beings.
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You have fashioned many “bodies”for them,
which are called bodies only relative to the “garments”
that cover them.
They are entitled as follows:
Chesed [Kindness] is the right arm;
Gevurah [Power] is the left arm;
Tiferet [Splendor] is the torso;
Netzach [Eternity; Triumph] and Hod [Glory]
are the two thighs;
Yesod [Foundation] is the end of the torso,
the symbol of the sacred covenant;
Malchut [Kingship] is the mouth,
Which we refer to as the Oral Torah.
Chochma [Wisdom] is the brain,
meaning inner thought;
Binah [insight, understanding]
is the understanding heart.
Regarding these two last sefirot
is written: (Deuteronomy 29:28)
“The hidden mysteries belong to HaShem our God”—
Keter Elyon [the Supreme Crown]
is the crown of kingship.
Concerning this it is said: (Isaiah 46:10)
“He Who declares the outcome from the beginning,”
and this is the head that wears teffilin.
Within [the tefillin] is [the Four-Letter Name]
whose letters are Yud Kei Vav Kei
which is the path of Atzilut [spiritual emanation].
It irrigates the tree of the Sefirot
with its arms and branches,
like water that irrigates a tree,
causing it to grow, thanks to that irrigation.
O Master of the worlds,
You are the cause of causes,
and the reason of reasons,
who irrigates the tree through that wellspring.
That wellspring is like
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the soul to the body
in that it gives life to the body.
However, in You there is neither resemblance
nor likeness
to anything either within or without.
You created heaven and earth
and drew forth from them
the sun, moon, stars, and constellations;
and on earth—
[You drew forth] trees, vegetation, the Garden of Eden,
grasses, beasts, cattle,
birds, fish, and human beings,
through whom to make known
[lofty concepts] of the universe,
how the upper and lower realms function,
how the upper realms can be discerned
from the lower ones—
but no one can know You at all.
Without You there is no unifying force
above and below.
You are known as the reason for all
and master of everything.
Each sephira,
has its particular name
which identifies the angels;
but You have no particular name,
for You fill all their names.
You are the perfection [wholeness] of them all.
When You withdraw from them,
their names all remain
like a body without a soul.
You are wise,
but You cannot be known through wisdom;
You are understanding,
but You cannot be understood through understanding.
You have no identifiable location.
[All is only for] Your strength and force
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to be known to human beings,
to show them how the world is led
with judgment and mercy —
which are righteousness and justice —
according to the deeds of human beings.
Judgment is Gevurah, strength;
justice is the middle column;
righteousness is the Holy Kingship;
the scales of justice
are the two supports of truth;
the measure of righteousness
is the symbol of the sacred covenant.
All this is to demonstrate
how the world is conducted,
but not that You have
a righteousness that is knowable [to human beings],
which is judgment;
nor a justice that is knowable [to human beings],
which is mercy,
nor any of these attributes.

Rise up, Rabbi Shimon
and renew secrets of Torah
for you have permission
to reveal hidden secrets.
This permission was not given
to any human being until now.
Rabbi Shimon arose,
opened [the discussion] and said (I Chronicles 29:11):
“Yours, HaShem is the greatness and the power,
The beauty, the victory and the glory.”
Exalted ones, listen to those
who lie buried in Hebron [the Patriarchs]
and the Faithful Shepherd [Moses]:
Arise from your slumber. (Isaiah 26:19)
“Awake and sing, you who dwell in the dust”
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Those are the righteous ones,
who are from the side,
upon which it is said: (Song of Songs 5:2)
“I am asleep, but my heart is awake.”
They are not dead.
That is the reason it says about them,
“Awake and sing, etc.,”
Awaken, Faithful Shepherd,
Awaken, You and the patriarchs
to awaken the Shekhinah,
who sleeps in exile.
Until now the righteous all lie buried
And sleep in their eyes.
At the time of redemption,
Shekhina will immediately let out three voices
toward the Faithful Shepherd,
saying to him:
Arise, Faithful Shepherd,
for about you it is said (Song of Songs 5:2):
“The voice of my beloved knocks”
With regard to His Four Letters.
It is said by them (Song of Songs 5:2)
“Open up to me, my sister, my love,
my dove, my wholesome one”
For (Lamentations 4:22):
“Your iniquity has ended, O daughter of Zion,”
He will not continue to keep you in exile.”
It is said (Song of Songs 5:2):
“For my head is filled with dew,”
What is the meaning of “filled with dew,”
The Holy One, Blessed Be He, said:
You thought
that from the day the Temple was destroyed
I ascended to my home above
and ascended to my abode.
That is not so.
I have not ascended to my abode
as long as you are in exile.
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Here is your sign (Song of Songs 5:2):
“That my head is filled with dew...”
The letter heh resides in exile,
but when my name is complete
and when there is life in it, the dew
that is yod heh vav
and heh is the Shekhinah,
which is not included in the calculation of “dew”
but yod, heh, vav
calculate to [39,] the value of “dew.”
They fill the Shekhinah
from the spring of all higher sources.
Immediately, the Faithful Shepherd arose
and the holy patriarchs with him.
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Up to here is the secret of unity.
From now on [let us now discuss]
the first section
on the secrets of Torah.
[The first interpretation of seventy interpretations to the
first verse of Torah, “Bereshit,”which constitute to book
of Tikkunei Zohar]
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Rabbi Shimon opened and said (Genesis 1:1):
“In the beginning, God created...”(Psalm 25:144)
“The secret of Hashem is to those who fear him;
He will tell them of his covenant.”
“Secret”[valued 70] is the seventy times
Where the word Bereshit in the beginning”
Is interpreted in this book...
May it be the will before
the Ancient Holiest of all holy,
the most concealed of all concealed,
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mysterious of all,
that the supreme dew extend from Him
to fill the head of the Ze’er Anpin
and to grace the field of holy apples
with the light of His countenance,
with will and joy to everyone.
Let there be extended from the Ancient Holy One,
Holier of all holies
more concealed than all concealed,
more mysterious than all will and compassion
grace and lovingkindness
in the supreme lightness
with will and joy,
upon me and upon all members of my household,
and all that are joined with me,
and all of Israel your nation.
May He redeem us
from all serious troubles that befall the world.
May He prepare and give us and all our souls
grace and lovingkindness,
long and healthy lives,
abundant provisions
and love from Him.
Amen, may it be His will.
Amen and Amen.
(Psalms 89:53)
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May HaShem be blessed forever,
Amen and Amen.
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